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	Going Corporate: A Geek's Guide shows technology workers how to gain the understanding and skills necessary for becoming an effective, promotable manager or sought-after consultant or freelancer.
	
	Technology professionals typically dive deeply into small pieces of technology—like lines of code or the design of a circuit. As a result, they may have trouble seeing the bigger picture and how their work supports an organization’s goals. But ignoring or dismissing the business or operational aspects of projects and products can lead to career stagnation. In fact, understanding the larger business environment is essential for those who want a management job, a consulting gig, or to one day start a business. It’s also essential for those who have been promoted and find themselves flailing for lack of a business education.
	
	Going Corporate: A Geek's Guide to the rescue! This book is designed to help readers gain management skills, insight, and practical understanding of essential business and operational topics. Readers will learn to develop project and program management skills, deliver service efficiently and improve processes, implement governance, analyze financial statements, and much more. After reading this book, technology professionals will understand such things as enterprise architecture, IT operations management, strategic and financial management—and how each relates to the others. Detailed case studies help cement an understanding of how an IT organization and its workers succeed in the 21st century. This book:

	
		Illustrates how pieces of the business puzzle fit together to form a robust enterprise
	
		Prepares readers to get promoted into management
	
		Explains the key management skills and knowledge required for a successful IT career



	What you’ll learn

	
		The skills and knowledge it takes to be an effective project, program, or mid-level manager, in-demand consultant—or even a C-level executive
	
		How your current job fits into the bigger picture
	
		What your organization must do to create customers and make a profit
	
		How good governance turns strategy into effective action
	
		How understanding finances—corporate or departmental—can help unlock business potential
	
		The tools necessary for making sound operational decisions



	Who this book is for

	
		Workers in the technology trenches wondering how to improve career potential
	
		Technology professionals aiming for management positions
	
		Fresh graduates starting a career in the corporate world
	
		Recently promoted managers with little or no business education
	
		Students in technical or business programs



	This book will also be useful for practicing engineers and managers as a refresher course on operational challenges encountered in the day-to-day life of technology executives.
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Management of Cleft Lip and Palate in the Developing WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This book explores the complex issues surrounding the management of cleft lip and palate in the Developing World, and aims to raise the profile of a condition commonly considered to be of only cosmetic importance in countries where infant and child mortality rates are high. It provides information and guidelines to three groups: those in the...
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Embedded Java Security: Security for Mobile DevicesSpringer, 2006
This book is a comprehensive presentation of embedded Java security (namely, J2ME CLDC/MIDP), in the sense that the security model of embedded Java is thoroughly explained, then a detailed analysis of this model is undertaken. It is compared with the security model of Java Standard Edition in order to view the impact of limited resources (typically...
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SQL HacksO'Reilly, 2006
 Whether you're running Access, MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, or PostgreSQL, this book will help you push the limits of traditional SQL to squeeze data effectively from your database. The book offers 100 hacks -- unique tips and tools -- that bring you the knowledge of experts who apply what they know in the real world to help you...
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GIS for Web Developers: Adding 'Where' to Your Web ApplicationsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007

	
		There is a hidden revolution going on: geography is moving from niche to the mainstream. News reports routinely include maps and satellite images. More and more pieces of equipment cell phones, cars, computers now contain Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. Many of the major database vendors have made geographic data types...
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Mastering Enterprise JavaBeans 3.0John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book is a tutorial on Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB). It’s about EJB concepts, methodology, and development. This book also contains a number of advanced EJB topics, giving you a practical and real-world understanding of the subject. By reading this book, you will acquire a deep understanding of EJB.

Make no mistake about...
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Imposing Values: Liberalism and Regulation (Oxford Pllitical Philosophy)Oxford University Press, 2009
A major question for liberal politics and liberal political theory concerns the proper scope of government. Liberalism has always favored limited government, but there has been wide-ranging dispute among liberals about just how extensive the scope of government should be. Included in this dispute are questions about the extent of state ownership of...
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